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Abstract: Geomorphological mapping of geomorphosites should allow the identification and characterization of the landforms that comprise the geoheritage of these places and demand actions of geoconservation and geotourism. The objective of this study was to identify and analyse the areas with the largest spatial concentration of landforms that comprises the geomorphological heritage elements in Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite – Rio Grande do Sul state – Brazil. Using as the starting point the geomorphological map (1:50,000) produced by Santos (2016), the following methodological procedures were performed: (a) selection of the vector data from the geomorphological map and their conversion to raster data; (b) classification of raster data regarding the values of spatial concentration of the geomorphological features into null, very low, low, medium, high and very high; (c) individualization and reclassification of the very high and high values of spatial concentration of the geomorphological features (given value 1), and the other values (given value 0); and (e) overlap of information with value (1) to verify the spatial coexistence of areas with high concentration of geomorphological features. The results allowed to identify the location and the extension of the areas where high concentrations of geomorphological features coexist, and to identify the geomorphological heritage elements that demand priority in geoconservation actions. Some of these geomorphological heritage elements are already part of geotouristic routes, as Pedra das Guaritas, while others are isolated and little explored. Such spatial arrangements of the landforms must be incorporated to the geotouristic routes to integrate the geomorphological heritage elements present in the geomorphosite.
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Resumo: A cartografia geomorfológica de geomorfossítios deve permitir a identificação e caracterização das formas do relevo que compõem o geopatrimônio e demandam ações de geoconservação e geoturismo. Este trabalho teve como objetivo identificar e analisar as áreas que possuem maior concentração espacial do das formas do relevo que compõem os elementos do patrimônio geomorfológico no geomorfossítio Guaritas do Camaquã – estado do Rio Grande do Sul – Brasil. A partir do mapa geomorfológico (1:50.000) elaborado por Santos (2016), foram realizados os seguintes procedimentos metodológicos: (a) seleção dos dados vetoriais do mapeamento geomorfológico e conversão dos mesmos para formato raster; (b) classificação...
das informações raster das feições geomorfológicas em valores de concentração espacial nulo, muito baixo, baixo, regular, alto e muito alto; (c) individualização e reclassificação dos valores alto e muito alto de concentração espacial das feições geomorfológicas (valor 1) e dos demais valores de concentração espacial (valor 0); e (e) sobreposição das informações com valor (1) a fim de verificar a coexistência espacial das formas do relevo em áreas de elevadas concentrações das feições geomorfológicas. Os resultados permitiram identificar a localização e a extensão das áreas onde coexistem altas concentrações espaciais do patrimônio geomorfológico, atuando na organização de elementos do patrimônio geomorfológico que demandam ações prioritárias de geoconservação. Alguns destes elementos já estão inseridos em roteiros geoturísticos, como no caso da Pedra das Guaritas, enquanto outros se encontram isolados e pouco explorados. Tais arranjos espaciais de formas do relevo precisam ser incorporados aos roteiros geoturísticos para integrar, de fato, o patrimônio geomorfológico presente no geomorfossitio.

**Palavras-chave:** cartografia do relevo; geopatrimônio; geoprocessamento.
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1. **Introduction**

The magnitude, singularity, rarity, representativeness, beauty, grandiosity and spectactularity of landforms are the focuses of geodiversity studies, both in local and regional scales (CUNHA; VIEIRA, 2004; THOMAS, 2011; THOMAS, 2012). Moreover, according to Gray, Gordon e Brown (2013), the landforms also have an important role in supporting ecosystems and environmental and social services.

The geomorphological heritage comprises a series of geomorphological features and processes that are relevant as structuring factors of the landscape, and as a tool to understand the history of the Earth (VIEIRA; CUNHA, 2004; FIGUEIRÓ; VIEIRA; CUNHA, 2013, CORATZA; HOBLÉA, 2018). Therefore, it should be protected and passed on to future generations (REYNARD, 2009; RODRIGUES; FONSECA, 2010; REYNARD; CORATZA, 2016).

The word “geomorphosite” has been used to define either the simplest landforms or the widest landscapes that have as their main features: scenic beauty, social economical potential, scientific-pedagogical and cultural relevance, and are part of the geomorphological heritage (PANIZZA, 2001). Santos et al. (2019, p. 2046) suggest that:

Concerning the spatial scale, geomorphosites may be punctual occurrences with only a few square meters, such as small dolines or tafonis; may have aligned forms with several hundred meters, such as meandering rivers; or may consist of great dimension areas, such as mountain massifs or great barrier islands. (SANTOS et al. 2019, p. 2046).

Reynard (2009) and Panizza (2001) have asserted that geomorphosites are vulnerable and would need protective and management measures that would begin by the characterization of the landforms. Furthermore, Coratza; Hobléa (2018) reiterated the idea above and stated that geomorphosites mapping is a key action to further characterization, research and protection of the geomorphological heritage. These authors also suggested that maps, different from the classic geomorphological ones, should be produced, as they would allow professionals from different areas to understand them.

The geomorphological mapping of geomorphosites should allow the identification and characterization of the main sets of forms that comprise the geoheritage of the area, as they are the targets of the actions of geoconservation and geotourism (CARTON; CORATZA; MARCHETTI, 2005; VON AHN; SIMON, 2017). However, the complexity of such documents results in a large quantity of data and symbols associated to them, giving rise to qualitative thematic maps that lose their potential when used in quantitative evaluations (MELELLI et al., 2017).

The set phenomenon attached to the relief forms establishes spatial relations on the Earth surface, creating different patterns of organization (MEDEIROS; CÂMARA, 1998; CÂMARA et al., 2004). Within this context, geoprocessing is a tool used to identify and spatially analyse such phenomenon, helping to understand and refine the spatial information of the geomorphological phenomenon that takes place in a certain area (BURROUGH, 1986; MEDEIROS, 2012). Therefore, geoprocessing can be used to guide the actions of environmental planning that, in the scopus of geomorphologic heritage, have been used in geoconservation and geotourism.
Finally, this study was developed with the aim of analysing the areas that have the highest spatial concentration of geomorphological heritage elements in the Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite – Rio Grande do Sul state – Brazil, as these areas are competing for priority actions of geoconservation and geotourism.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Study area

The Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite has about 230 km², being located on the borders of Caçapava do Sul and Santana da Boa Vista municipalities, in Rio Grande do Sul State, Brazil (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Location of the Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite (RS - Brazil).](image)

It is situated in the Camaquã Sedimentary Basin (CSB) and comprises a set of residual landforms that result in an attractive area with a singular landscape (PAIM; FALLGATTER; SILVEIRA, 2010) recognized by its aesthetic value, which is of particular importance for tourism and/or the educational use of the site. The Camaquã Sedimentary Basin is characterized by a thick accumulation (of approximately 6,000 to 7,000 meters) of sedimentary units with distinct morphogenetic characteristics that are delimited by angular and erosive discordances of regional character (PAIM; FALLGATTER; SILVEIRA, 2010; PEREIRA, 2011; SANTOS, 2016).

Paim e Lopes (2000) showed the presence of different allostratigraphic units in CSB that were originated in periods between depositional events (accumulation of thick sedimentary and volcanic-sedimentary packages) and intervals with the predominance of erosional processes. These allostratigraphic units are characterized, from the base to the top, in: Maricá Allogroup (620 e 592 Ma); Bom Jardim Allogroup (592 e 573 Ma); Cerro do Bugio Allogroup (573 e 559 Ma); Santa Bárbara Allogroup (559 e 540 Ma); and Guaritas Allogroup (470 e 19 Ma) (PAIM; LOPES, 2000; PAIM; FALLGATTER; SILVEIRA, 2010; CHEMALE, 2000).

The Guaritas Allogroup refers to the allostratigraphic unit of the CSB exposed in the Guaritas do Camaquã Geomorphosite (Figure 2). It is approximately 800 meters thick and characterized by eolian deposits interlayered with basic to intermediate lava at the base and fluvial-deltaic deposits in the upper intervals (PAIM; FALLGATTER; SILVEIRA, 2010). This segment is comprised by Pedra Pintada and Varzinha alloformations, which have approximately 400 meters each.
The Pedra Pintada Alloformation is composed by three eolian packages (dunes/inter dunes facies associations), laterally associated with fluvial–lacustrine–deltaic deposits and proximal (fault border) alluvial fan strata (PAIM; SCHERER, 2007; PAIM; FALLGATTER; SILVEIRA, 2010; MARASCHIN et al., 2010) (Figure 2).

Varzinha Alloformation is composed by alluvial strata followed by eolian accumulation at the base and covered by a lacustrine succession and associated deltas. The eolian interval is an heritage of a paleo-desert generated by winds in opposite direction (S-SW) to the pattern of the predominant circulation in the deposition of Pedra Pintada Alloformation (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. (A) Stratigraphic column of Guaritas Allogroup. It indicates the interval exposed in Guaritas do Camaquã Geomorphosite; (B) Aspects of Pedra Pintada Alloformation; (C) Aspects of Varzinha Alloformation. Source: adapted from Paim, Fallgatter e Silveira (2010), images from the authors.]

The geomorphological characteristics of the area presents singularities that resulted from the geological complexity previously exposed. There is the predominance of ruiniform features, which were the result of pluvial erosional processes, with the occurrence of fluvial canals that act on a fractured and horizontal sedimentary substrate (PAIM; FALLGATTER; SILVEIRA, 2010).

The geological-geomorphological evolution of CSB was conditioned by a succession of dry and humid climates (SANTOS, 2016). Such changes acted on the formation of the ruiniform landforms of the area. Nowadays, there is the predominance of the temperate subtropical type climate of the State of Rio Grande do Sul. The average temperatures vary from 22.1° (in January) to 12.2° (between June and July) (RIO GRANDE DO SUL, 2010).

2.2 Methodological Procedures

2.2.1 Geomorphological mapping as the starting point to the analysis of the spatial concentration of the landforms

The analysis of the spatial concentration of geomorphological heritage elements in the Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite was done with the help of the vector data from geomorphological mapping in a scale of 1:50.000 (SANTOS 2016). This map followed the methodology suggested by Cunha (2001) and Cunha, Mendes e Sanchez (2003), who adapted the geomorphological mapping symbology from Tricart (1965) and Verstappen; Zuidam (1975). Cunha (2001) proposed a label for geomorphological mapping used in environmental management and, therefore, suitable to the geoconservation context.

The geomorphological mapping produced by Santos (2016) emphasized the use of morphography to characterize the landforms of the geomorphosite. This study provided basic information about the geomorphological constituents of the area, mainly regarding the landforms that have higher relevance as geotouristic attractions (BORBA, 2011).
Vector data derived from this mapping may be treated and related in GIS environment. Such treatment of the data gives precise answers about the spatial concentration of the landforms that are part of the geomorphological heritage and subsidizes strategies of geoconservation, geotourism and environmental monitoring.

Santos (2016) performed a geomorphological mapping in three sectors (central sector, west border sector and east border sector – indicated in Figure 1). These sectors were defined according to the litho-morphological conditions of the studied area. Therefore, the same sectors of analysis were kept to analyse the spatial concentration of the landforms proposed for this study.

Figure 3 shows the following examples: (A) fragments of the geomorphological map elaborated by Santos (2016); (B) the altimetry under which the features are organized; and (C) the preliminary data obtained after the techniques of analysis of the spatial concentration of the geomorphological heritage elements were applied. Such techniques will be further detailed.

**Figure 3.** Fragments of the examples: (A) fragments of the geomorphological map elaborated by Santos (2016); (B) Altimetry; (C) Fragments of the preliminary data of the spatial concentration of the geomorphological heritage elements.
2.2.2 Vector data selection from geomorphological map and its conversion to raster data

The extension Spatial Analyst of the software Arc.Gis 10.1 was used to select and convert the vector data of the geomorphological map from Santos (2016). The following geomorphological features information layers were selected: structural terraces; topographic ruptures (steep and soft); structural ridges; residual hills; ridges (soft and acute); and streams (flat-floored valley and V-shaped valley).

The selection of these features resulted in a map of continuous representation of the landforms spatial concentration. This map was produced using the density line tool present in the Spatial Analyst/Density extension (ESRI, 2013). Each of these geomorphological features was classified according to the spatial concentration values, ranging from null (when there is no geomorphological features), very low, low, medium, high and very high (SOUZA et al., 2013) (Figure 4).

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4. Example (structural terraces from the west sector of Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite) of the overlap of vector data (SANTOS, 2016) and raster data (classified according the spatial concentration values). The same procedure was performed to the other geomorphological features.

The natural breaks method (ESRI, 2013) defined the spatial concentration values of the geomorphological features mentioned above. The input values used referred to the line lengths (meters) of the selected landforms (Table 01 and Figure 5).
Table 1. Length (meters) of the geomorphological features (vector format) and classification of the features using the natural breaks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geomorphological Features (West Sector)</th>
<th>Length (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Topographic rupture</td>
<td>839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steep Topographic rupture</td>
<td>887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Terrace</td>
<td>1.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Hill</td>
<td>865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Ridge</td>
<td>633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge (soft)</td>
<td>1.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge (acute)</td>
<td>571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream (V-Shaped Valley)</td>
<td>1.692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream (Flat-Floored Valley)</td>
<td>934</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geomorphological Features (Central Sector)</th>
<th>Length (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Topographic rupture</td>
<td>1.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steep Topographic rupture</td>
<td>1.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Terrace</td>
<td>1.658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Ridge</td>
<td>883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge (soft)</td>
<td>1.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge (acute)</td>
<td>942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream (Flat-Floored Valley)</td>
<td>1.369</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geomorphological Features (East Sector)</th>
<th>Length (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steep Topographic rupture</td>
<td>2.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Hill</td>
<td>578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Ridge</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge (soft)</td>
<td>1.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge (acute)</td>
<td>836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stream (Flat-Floored Valley)</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5. Results of the individualization of the areas with high and very high spatial concentration values of structural terraces in the west sector of Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite. The same procedure was used for all the other features.

The high and very high spatial concentrations were classified again and the value of “1” was attributed to them. The other spatial concentrations (null, very low, low and medium) received the value “0” (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Distribution of the high and very high values of the spatial concentration areas of structural terraces in the west sector of Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite. The same procedure was used for all the other features.
2.2.3 Obtaining the map of the spatial concentration of the geomorphological heritage elements

The map of the spatial concentration of the geomorphological heritage elements for each of the analysis sectors were obtained using map algebra data model (ESRI, 2013) produced with the high and very high spatial concentration of the geomorphological features (Figure 7). The overlap of the values high and very high allowed the identification of the areas with higher geotouristic potential in the geomorphosite.

![Map of spatial concentration](image)

**Figure 7.** On the left: map algebra of the high and very high spatial concentration values of nine of the selected geomorphological features (example from the west sector of Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite). On the right: results from the map algebra allowing the verification of the coexistence of, in the maximum, four geomorphological features with high and very high spatial concentration values.

Finally, fieldtrips helped in the recognition and in obtaining photographic registers of the areas with high spatial concentration of landforms.

3. Results

Geomorphological features with high and very high spatial concentration occupy 63.03% of the west sector, 46.27% of the central sector and 59.42% of the east sector. The coexistence of high and very high spatial concentration of the geomorphological features indicates the probability of the occurrence of a composition of landforms with geotouristic potential. Next, we will present the analysis of the spatial concentration of the geomorphological heritage elements in the three sectors under study here.

3.1. West Sector

In the West sector, the geomorphological features with the highest spatial concentrations (high and very high) were: streams in V-shaped valleys (18.42 km²); soft ridges (12.71 km²); and steep topographic ruptures (7.38
km²) (Figure 8). These findings show that fluvial and denudation landforms are predominant in the definition of the geomorphological heritage elements with high spatial concentrations in this sector.

Figure 8. Coverage areas of the high and very high spatial concentrations of the geomorphological features of the west sector of Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite.
Other geomorphological features with a relevant role in the definition of the sets of geomorphological heritage elements are more isolate in the West sector and have smaller areas of distribution of high and very high spatial concentrations. These features are: structural terraces (5.74 km²); structural ridges (1.04 km²); and residual hills (0.34 km²) (Figure 8). The high and very high spatial concentrations of these features are predominant on surfaces with significant altimetry amplitude (180 to 300 meters – Figure 1). This situation contributes to the occurrence of rocky cliffs and slope ruptures, exposing rocky outcrops and layers of the different alloformations in the geomorphosite.

The overlap of the high and very high spatial concentrations of the geomorphological features revealed the co-existence of up to 4 morphologies in an isolated cut of the west sector (Figure 9). The Pedra das Guaritas is located in this cut and it is one of the most relevant geomorphological heritage elements in the Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite (Figure 10). The Pedra das Guaritas has been used for fieldtrips and scientific studies, as it shows aspects of the conglomerates of Varzinha Alloformation. This geomorphological heritage element is also representative of the residual features developed by the action of different paleoclimatic and the actual morphoclimate conditions.

Figure 9. Map of the high and very high spatial concentrations of the geomorphological heritage elements from the West sector of the Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite.
The areas with high spatial concentration of geomorphological heritage elements in the west sector of the geomorphosite are mainly located near to the main and secondary roads (Figure 9). This is relevant as it influences further propositions of geotouristic itineraries, which will involve the other geomorphological heritage elements in this sector, strengthening the participation of this geomorphosite in the proposal of Caçapava do Sul Geopark.

3.2. Central Sector

The central sector of the Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite is located at the lower valley bottom of João Dias stream (Figure 1), which is one of the main regional level base of the CSB. The morphodynamic processes in this sector contributed to the segmentation and isolation, in an advanced stage, of the ruiniform features. Therefore, the landforms are more monotonous and the geomorphological heritage elements are less attractive for geotourism.

In the central sector, the V-shaped valleys (9.39 km²), the smooth ridgelines (3.04 km²) and the steep topographic ruptures (3.97 km²) are the geomorphological features with the highest spatial concentrations (Figure 11).

**Figure 10.** (A) View of Pedra das Guaritas; (B) View from the upper portion of Pedra das Guaritas; (C) Track trails in the geodiversity day (Geo.Dia); (D) Residual hills around Pedra das Guaritas. Source: The authors.
Figure 11. The high and very high spatial concentrations of the geomorphological features of the central sector of the Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite. Source: The authors.

The co-existence of areas of high and very high spatial concentration of these geomorphological features occur in discontinued and isolated areas in this sector, and it includes the maximum of three geomorphological features.
The overlap of the maps from the areas of high and very high concentrations of geomorphological features in the central sector allowed the identification of a low association capacity of the landforms in the organization of geomorphological heritage elements with aesthetic attractiveness. The prevalence of areas with high and very high occurrence values for only one geomorphological feature explains this situation (Figure 12 – in green).

**Figure 12.** Map of the high and very high concentrations of geomorphological features in the central sector of the Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite. Source: Authors.

Although unimpressive regarding the spatial association of the landforms, there are potential geomorphological heritage elements for geotourism. However, these have not been well advertised due to their isolation, which hampers the insertion of the already restricted geomorphological heritage elements of this sector in geotouristic guides.

Such geomorphological heritage elements have designated and recognized toponymies that are recognized mainly by the local inhabitants and are situated in areas difficult to reach. Therefore, the areas with the largest spatial concentrations of landforms in this sector (Figure 13) should be the target of future actions that will allow them to be accessed and used for geotourism.
3.3. East Sector

The east sector comprises the largest topographic ranges of the Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite. The higher elevations reach 355 meters, and some valley bottoms are located at a topographic level of 130 meters of altitude (Figure 1). Such topographic configuration allows the predominance of areas with high and very high values of spatial concentration of V-shaped streams (21.96 km$^2$), structural terraces (13.76 km$^2$), soft ridges (12.48 km$^2$) and steep topographic ruptures (10.33 km$^2$) (Figure 14).

These characteristics are an indication of fluvial and pluvial processes, in significant topographic ranges, acting on the vertical incision of the landforms, producing residual features under strong structural control (contact between Varzinha and Pedra Pintada Alloformations), which tend to the organization of highlighted geomorphological heritage elements in the landscape.
Figure 14. High and very high spatial concentration of the geomorphological features in the east sector of Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite. Source: Authors.

The overlap of the maps from the areas of high and very high spatial concentration of the geomorphological features revealed the co-existence of a maximum of 3 morphologies with high spatial concentration. Such concentration occupies representative areas of the east sector, giving support to the occurrence of a diversity of geomorphological heritage elements (Figure 15)
Figure 15. Map of the high and very high spatial concentration of the geomorphological heritage elements in the east sector of Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite. Source: Authors.

The main and secondary roads in the east sector lead to the areas where there are high spatial concentrations of geomorphological heritage elements (Figure 16). This is an important aspect to be considered if we think about the dissemination of geotourism practices, and the consolidation of tourist routes that would include the rural properties where the high spatial concentration of landforms is located.

Despite having many areas with a high spatial concentration of geomorphological heritage elements, these places have not been well used for either tourist or pedagogic-scientific purposes. One of the reasons for that is that this sector is located in Santana da Boa Vista municipality, where not enough attention has been given to the consolidation of a geopark in the area.
Figure 16. (A) View from the upper part of the residual hill in an area where three geomorphological features with high spatial concentrations values coexist. A rural property is associated to the landscape; (B) Rocky outcrops associated to the residual hills; (C and D) Rocky cliffs delimiting steep topographical ruptures and structural terraces in the west sector. Source: Authors.

The East sector presents the largest exhibitions of rocky outcrops on the top compartments with affordable access. Such configuration allows the establishment of walking trails that would benefit the view provided by the geomorphosite, the geomorphological heritage elements and other elements from the surrounding landscape. These touristic practices should be articulated with the rural properties that will act as a “reception desk” to the geotourists.

4. Conclusion

The methodology used in this study could identify and validate the occurrence of the main geomorphological heritage elements of the Guaritas do Camaquã geomorphosite. The spatial analysis of data presented in the geomorphological map produced by Santos (2016) allowed a more detailed view of the set of landforms that comprise the geomorphological heritage elements of the geomorphosite. Such information should guide future propositions regarding geotouristic routes and geoconservation actions.

Despite revealing areas that have been already used for pedagogical-scientific, touristic and economic purposes, the maps of spatial concentration of the geomorphological heritage elements have also revealed isolated sets of landforms that are poorly explored and unknown. Such sets of landforms need to be incorporated to the geotouristic routes of the geomorphosite.

The west sector is the only area that has the coexistence of four features of landforms with high spatial concentrations, making this sector the most representative to the development of geotouristic,
pedagogical-scientific and economical activities. However, others than Pedra das Guaraní geomorphological heritage element must be incorporated to the geotouristic routes, using the existent roads.

The central sector shows the smallest associations between the landforms with the high spatial concentrations. This is due to the evolution of the relief in the area (highly dissected surfaces, with a low topographic range, located in the central area of a sedimentary basin) that results in the organization of isolated sets of landforms, with low geotouristic appeal. These areas can be incorporated to the geotouristic routes, as they have a pedagogical-scientific relevance in explaining the genesis and evolution of the landforms in a sedimentary basin.

The east sector presents the most homogeneous distribution of the areas where geomorphological features with high spatial concentrations coexist. It also displays the highest number of roads to these areas. However, this sector also poses the biggest challenges to the promotion of the geomorphological heritage elements, as the roads are not well kept, which practically isolates the rural properties in this sector.

We recommend monitoring the areas where the main geomorphological heritage elements are located (land-cover and land-use monitoring), as a way of evaluating the impact of the occupation on the landforms and processes that comprise this geomorphological heritage.

It is important to highlight that this analysis was only possible due to the existence of a geomorphological map of the area, with emphasis on morphography. Therefore, it is important that such elementary documents continue being produced to facilitate the initial characterization of the landforms in geomorphosites and geosites.
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